Abstract—Counting common neighbors between all vertex pairs in a graph is a fundamental operation, with uses in similarity measures, link prediction, graph compression, community detection, and more. Current shared-memory approaches either rely on set intersections or are not readily parallelizable. We introduce a new efficient and parallelizable algorithm to count common neighbors: starting at a wedge endpoint, we iterate through all wedges in the graph, and increment the common neighbor count for each endpoint pair. This exactly counts the common neighbors between all pairs without using set intersections, and as such attains an asymptotic improvement in runtime. Furthermore, our algorithm is simple to implement and only slight modifications are required for existing implementations to use our results. We provide an OpenMP implementation and evaluate it on real-world and synthetic graphs, demonstrating no loss of scalability and an asymptotic improvement. We show intersections are neither necessary nor helpful for computing all pairs common neighbor counts.

I. INTRODUCTION

Computing the number of neighbors shared between two vertices, or the common neighbor count, is an important kernel in graph analytics: its direct applications include link prediction[1], graph compression[2], and uncovering topological modules[3]; it is foundational for vertex similarity measures[4], including the Jaccard Index[5], Resource Allocation[6], Adamic/Adar[7], cosine similarity[8], and topological overlap[3]; and it is computationally related to triangle counting, which is of considerable interest[9].

A straightforward way of computing the common neighbor count between any pair of vertices is to compute the size of the intersection of those vertices’ adjacency lists. This allows each pair to be computed independently of other pairs, and to date this has been the primary approach used in existing shared memory algorithms and implementations. We show that such set-intersection based approaches have an unnecessary asymptotic factor in run-time complexity related to the degree of the graph, and viewing the problem through a different lens allows for a parallel, scalable algorithm that exactly computes common neighbors, and derivatives, without set intersections.

Consider a graph $G = (V, E)$, where $n = |V|$ represents the number of vertices and $m = |E|$ the number of edges. Without additional insights, getting the common neighbor counts between all pairs of vertices requires $O(n^2)$ set intersections, as each pair may have a non-zero common neighbor count. Prior work[10], [11], [2] have made the additional observation that the output will always be zero between two vertices unless there exists a wedge, or a path of length two, between them. Incorporating this insight reduces the number of required set intersections and brings the overall complexity cost down from $O(n^2 \Delta)$ to $O(m \Delta^2)$, where $\Delta$ is the maximum degree in the graph, and with $p$ processors to $O(n \Delta^3 / p)$.

We demonstrate that we can do away with the set intersection completely. This is an asymptotic improvement and results in a parallelizable shared-memory algorithm running with $O(m \Delta)$ total operations and $O(n \Delta^2 / p)$ per processor.

Our key insight stems from realizing that finding wedges[10], [11], [2], which is done to reduce the intersections from $O(n^2)$ to $O(m \Delta)$, already implicitly counts the common neighbors. Each wedge not only represents a non-zero between the endpoints, but represents exactly one of the common neighbor relationships between them. So, we keep track of the number of wedges iterated over for each endpoint, and this exactly counts common neighbors. This provides an asymptotic improvement by a factor of the maximum degree, which is crucial for graphs with many high degree vertices, and also allows for effective parallelism. This work confirms Gustavson’s more general matrix multiplication results[12].

Our main contributions are as follows:

- We propose a new algorithm that is parallel and asymptotically faster than prior set intersection based methods
- We provide OpenMP implementations of our new algorithm and a competitive parallel set intersection approach
- We evaluate them on real-world and synthetic graphs demonstrate that our new algorithm is asymptotically faster than prior set intersection based approaches

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II describes related work, Section III presents notation, definitions, and current approaches, Section IV presents our wedge iteration algorithm and Section V describes our OpenMP and GAP[13] implementation. Section VI contains our experiments and results and Section VII concludes.
Many existing implementations for computing common neighbor counts and similarity indices are based on set intersections. NetworkX[14] is a Python package for studying complex networks, and includes many vector similarity indices targeting link prediction, all using set intersection. Igraph[15] is a sequential C++ network analysis library that also implements several similarity indices. It computes the Jaccard and Sorensen indices using set intersection. For Adamic/Adar and cocitation is uses a midpoint wedge iteration method which achieves the time complexity of our methods, but is not memory-scalable, will not support efficient parallel implementations, and cannot effectively support top-k results and other applications. Sparkling-Graph[16] implements common neighbor counting and Adamic/Adar for link prediction using set intersections. Neo4j[17] is a graph database system that supports the Jaccard Index, among other indices, and its implementation is set-intersection based. Song et al. [18] compares common neighbor count and Adamic/Adar with other methods for link prediction and computes these methods again by measuring the size of set intersections.

Common neighbors and related similarity indices have also been developed for distributed systems. Zadeh et al. [19] uses sampling based on non-zero elements of columns to avoid exact calculation of all pairs, and accurately estimate cosine similarities using MapReduce. Apache Flink[20] implements the Jaccard Index using similar ideas. Garcia et al. [21] applies a similar strategy as in Flink, but in a ScaleGraph based implementation for common neighbor count. However, the authors note that due to communication and synchronize overhead, distributed system implementations are not more efficient than OpenMP based set intersection implementations and we show that they may only be required when the graph no longer fits in shared memory.

The problem of all pairs common neighbors can also be formulated as a matrix multiplication, that is, given the adjacency matrix $A$, computing $A^2$ and considering the non-diagonal entries. Gustavson [12] presents an efficient sequential formulation for sparse matrix-matrix multiplication. Numerous parallel implementations [22, 23, 24, 25] have built on this essential approach, with key differences in how accumulation of row results are handled (among other optimizations). Combinatorial BLAS [26], Kokkos [27] and Intel MKL[28] are examples of broader libraries and/or programming models tackling sparse kernels, with SpGEMM being one instance. We note that our graph-centric method for common neighbors can be extended to general SpGEMM, with similarities to existing SpGEMM methodology and vice versa. However, as our focus is the common neighbors problem, our methods were developed independently and optimized accordingly. Our algorithm is able to extend to multiple similarity indices, including Jaccard Indices, Adamic/Adar, and top-k variations that do not have established SpGEMM analogues. We compare with the Intel MKL[28] SpGEMM implementation, as it is a high-performance implementation that’s often compared against in

other SpGEMM papers. We discuss our methodology and results in Section VI.

Diamond sampling has been proposed to quickly and approximately find the largest common neighbors[29]. This work states that directly computing common neighbors is infeasible for large graphs, however our new approach can be extended to such applications with exact results on massive graphs due to the parallel structure of our algorithm and its suitability for filtering unnecessary computation on only the top-k results. We leave such top-k extensions to future work.

Despite the considerable body of work on common neighbors and similarity indices, there still remains a need for efficient algorithms [30, 31]. This work focuses on computing all vertex pairs’ indices on shared memory systems. Our implementations for the all common neighbors problem are $O(\Delta)$ faster than any other shared-memory parallel implementations and are shown to scale to large graphs.

III. BACKGROUND

A. Formal Notation and Problem Definition

Following is the notation used throughout this paper. Let $G = (V, E)$ be a graph, where $V$ is the vertex set and $E$ is the edge set, with $|V| = n$ and $|E| = m$. The adjacency list of a vertex $v$ is given by $\Gamma_v$. The maximum degree of any vertex in the graph is given by $\Delta(G) := \Delta$. A wedge is a graph with three vertices and two edges, or a length-2 path. For consistency, we only present algorithms assuming graphs that are undirected. However, our algorithm can easily extend to directed graphs.

Common neighbor counting finds, for each pair of vertices $u, v \in V$, the number of neighbors that $u$ and $v$ have in common. Conceptually, the output is a matrix of size $O(n^2)$ where each $u, v$-th entry correspond to the number of common neighbors shared by vertices $u$ and $v$. Importantly, $u$ and $v$ need not necessarily be neighbors themselves. The case where $u$ and $v$ are restricted to being neighbors is the triangle counting problem, which has received considerable attention in the literature [32, 33, 34].

More precisely, let the common neighbor count between $u$ and $v$, denoted by $CN_{u,v}$ be given by

$$CN_{u,v} = |\Gamma_u \cap \Gamma_v|.$$ 

For the remainder of this work, we assume the graph is stored in a sparse matrix format with unsorted adjacency lists, so iterating the neighbor list for a vertex is $O(\Delta)$ and retrieving the degree of a vertex is $O(1)$.

B. Common Neighbor Counting Based on Set Intersection

Most existing work on all pairs common neighbor count are based on set intersections. Common neighbor counting using set intersections proceed in two steps: first identifying possible vertex pairs; then, computing a set intersection with each pair of vertices’ respective adjacency lists.

Naively, all $n^2$ vertex pairs have to be considered in the first step. This is prohibitively expensive and means that common neighbor counting won’t scale in most cases. Other work
have reduced the number of vertex pairs in the first step by only considering vertex pairs that are connected by a wedge, meaning all pairs that share at least one common neighbor are considered. That is, all wedges are iterated through and for each distinct resulting pair a set intersection between their adjacency lists is performed. This results in $O(n^2 \Delta^2)$ vertex pairs[10], [11], [2], a significant improvement over $O(n^2)$ pairs. We identify a tighter bound at $O(m \Delta)$ pairs.

In Figure 1, we demonstrate common neighbor counting via set intersection for a simple graph of six vertices $V = \{1, \ldots, 6\}$. To calculate the common neighbor counts starting at vertex 1, efficient prior approaches begin by enumerating the wedges 123, 143, 132, and 134. Then, for each wedge, if the output has not been computed yet (it is zero) a set intersection is performed to get the common neighbor count for that pair. Note that the pair $\{1, 3\}$ will be visited twice (and importantly the common neighbor count is also 2) but during the second visit no set intersection will be performed. Figure 2 highlights our new, more efficient approach.

The pseudocode for wedge iteration set-intersection based common neighbor counting is given in Algorithm 1. Various optimizations and strategies have been developed for the actual set intersection operation, mostly in the context of triangle counting [35], [36], [37], [38], [39], [40]. $O(\Delta)$ is the best time complexity known for set intersection, therefore the total time complexity for set-intersection based common neighbors is $O(m \Delta^2)$[10], [11], [2].

The memory required for storing the entire output is $O(\min\{m \Delta, n^2\})$. Since we are dealing with sparse graphs, with $m = O(n^2)$, $O(m \Delta)$ memory is needed.

**C. Other Indices and Applications**

Common neighbor count is the foundation for and can be extended to many other vertex similarity measures. Our approach is able to extend to at least five other common neighbor count based indices: Jaccard Index, Cosine Similarity, Sørenson Index, Resource Allocation, and Adamic/Adar. Such extensions are left to future work. Vertex similarity is a key kernel for applications such as link prediction, graph compression and structure extraction, graph ordering, and community detection[1], [2], [3].

**Link prediction**, as the name suggests, predicts the existence of "missing" links, due to errors or incomplete data. Numerous approaches have been applied studied for link prediction, including using vertex or edge attributes, graph topology, and machine-learning models. Despite its simplicity, common neighbor counts and its indices perform surprisingly well on many real-world networks and have been shown to beat more sophisticated approaches in link prediction[41], [11].

Graph compression is a process that reduces a graph's memory or disk usage. Navlakha et al. [2] propose a common neighbor based graph compression strategy, which outperforms other contemporary approaches.

Graph ordering finds a permutation of vertex ordering that improves locality of access to vertex data. While this problem is NP-hard[42], many heuristics have been proposed and greedy common neighbor counting approach[42] provided the highest quality ordering compared to other contemporary approaches.

Common neighbors counting is also used in similarity-based community detection algorithms[43], including to identify hierarchical communities in metabolic networks[3].

**IV. WEDGE ITERATION COMMON NEIGHBOR COUNTING**

In this section, we introduce our new algorithm for counting common neighbors. This approach is asymptotically faster than set intersection-based methods and remains scalable. It is based on a simple observation: for every wedge, or length-2 path of vertices, the middle vertex in the wedge is a common neighbor of the endpoint vertices.

Our algorithm then iterates over each wedge and increments the common neighbor count for each endpoint pair. For conceptual clarity we present a sequential algorithm, and defer details about parallelism to Section V.

**Algorithm 1** Common neighbor counting by intersecting adjacency lists of all vertex pairs in wedges

```
1: procedure WEDGE-SET-INTERSECTION-CN
2: Initialize $CN_{u,v} \leftarrow 0, \forall u, v \in V$
3: for $u \in V$ do
4:   for $v \in \Gamma_u$ do
5:     for $w \in \Gamma_u$ do
6:       if $CN_{v,w} = 0$ and $v > w$ then
7:         $CN_{v,w} \leftarrow |\Gamma_v \cap \Gamma_w|$
8: end for
9: end for
10: end for
```

Fig. 1. A simple graph. An optimized set-intersection based approach first finds all neighbors connected by a wedge and then computes pairwise set intersections between them. Starting at 1, all possible wedges are 123, 143, 132, 134. We had the insight that discovering each possible wedge is enough to compute the common neighbor counts. A set intersection approach would first find 123, then compute $\Gamma_1 \cap \Gamma_3 = \{2, 3, 4\} \cap \{1, 2, 4\}$ to get $CN_{1,3} = |\{2, 4\}| = 2$. Next, 143 would be visited, but since $CN_{1,3}$ is non-zero no second set intersection would run, resulting in wasted graph iteration work or extraneous set intersection work. As there is no wedge between 1 and 5, no set intersection will be performed for that pair, showing the improvement over the naive $n^2$ approach.

Fig. 2. The same simple graph as Figure 1, and a continuation of common neighbor counting from vertex 1 using wedge iteration. Since both 123 and 143 are iterated, the common neighbor count $CN_{1,3} = 1 + 1 = 2$, and no asymptotically additional work nor set intersections are required. We have rephrased common neighbor counting from calculating set intersections between each pair of vertices to iterating the graph to find all wedge subgraphs, which is already being performed in order to find non-zero vertex pairs.
**Algorithm 2** Wedge iteration common neighbors counting

1: `procedure` **WEDGE-ITERATION-CN**
2: Initialize `CN_{u,v} ← 0`, `∀u, v ∈ V`
3: for `v ∈ V` do
4: for `u ∈ Γ_v` do
5: for `w ∈ Γ_u` do
6: if `v > w` then
7: `CN_{u,w} ← CN_{v,w} + 1`

Figure 2 provides an example to illustrate how to take advantage of iterating wedges. Unlike in the set-intersection example in Figure 1, visiting the wedge 143 is not wasted work; instead it is used to increment the common neighbor count between 1 and 3. By doing this, there is no need for a set intersection and no additional graph operations are performed.

It is set intersection free, naturally amenable to sparse output, supports applications such as only computing the top-k results, and is readily parallelizable.

The pseudo-code can be found in Algorithm 2.

1) **Complexity Analysis**: By combining loops in lines 3, 4 and 5, we get the number of loops as

\[ \Theta \left( \sum_{(v,u) \in E} (|Γ_u| + |Γ_v|) \right) = \Theta \left( \sum_{v \in V} |Γ_v|^2 \right) = O(m\Delta). \]

Line 6 and 7 are `O(1)`, and so the total is `O(m\Delta)`.

To understand the memory complexity, it is important to note that this algorithm starts from an endpoint, as opposed to starting from a midpoint. Computing 2-hop neighbors from an endpoint means that only `O(n)` memory is required to accumulate all possible outputs that involve the given endpoint. The `O(n)` memory allocated can then also be recycled for latter iterations. As such, the overall memory requirement is `O(n + mΔ)` for computation and storage.

2) **Algorithm Correctness**: We provide a simple argument of correctness.

**Proof.** We want to show `CN_{u,v} = |Γ_u \cap Γ_v|` is equal to the number of wedges with `u` and `v` as endpoints. Then, iterating all wedges will successfully count the common neighbors. Let `u, v ∈ V` be distinct. The proof proceeds by definition.

A wedge consists of two edges and three vertices, all distinct. Suppose there are `k` wedges with `u` and `v` as endpoints. Let the midpoints be `x_1, . . . , x_k`, each distinct. Then, `x_j ∈ Γ_u` and `x_j ∈ Γ_v` for `1 ≤ j ≤ k`, due to each edge in the wedge.

So, `CN_{u,v} ≥ k`. Suppose `CN_{u,v} > k`. Then, there exists some `x'` such that `x' ∈ Γ_v \cap Γ_u`, with `u, v, x'` all distinct and `{u, x'}, {v, x'}` ∈ `E`. This then forms a `k + 1` wedge, a contradiction with there being `k` wedges.

V. IMPLEMENTATIONS AND OPTIMIZATIONS

We implemented our algorithm using OpenMP within the GAP[13] framework. We support both sparse output and counting only, and to perform a fair comparison with the wedge iteration set intersection based methods, we implemented an efficient set intersection method as well.

We treat each vertex in parallel and use dynamic task scheduling and parallel reductions. Each processor allocates a buffer of size `n`. To provide an efficient implementation, we perform “lazy offloading” of the results. The key idea is to accumulate the results corresponding to a vertex and then add an “owner” to each element in buffer. Instead of resetting the buffer after every vertex’s calculation is finished the algorithm moves forward with a dirty buffer. Whenever a buffer element is accessed, we check the owner status: if it is a different owner the data is offloaded, and then after ownership is claimed the value is updated. After all vertices have been processed, a final `O(n)` pass is made through the buffer to offload any remaining results. The pseudocode for our OpenMP implementation can be found in Algorithm 3.

Most existing shared memory implementations we could find performed all pairs set intersection and stored results as dense output. These implementations are much slower than
In this section we describe the experiments we performed to evaluate our algorithm. We compare our algorithm against the shared memory dense midpoint and set intersection algorithms provided by igraph[15] and NetworkX[44] respectively along with the highly optimized Intel MKL[28]. We developed a GAP wrapper for common neighbors using Intel MKL. For our NetworkX evaluation, we implemented a Python implementation of Algorithm 1. For fairness we additionally evaluated against our own set intersection implementation. We ensured correctness by comparing the resulting common

the wedge iteration set intersection approach (Algorithm 1) and cannot scale to large graphs. Besides comparing with existing libraries, we also implemented Algorithm 1 within our OpenMP system and applied further optimizations to provide a fairer comparison, including using a lookup table for set intersection, memory pre-allocation, dynamic scheduling, and lazy offloading.

VI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this section we describe the experiments we performed to evaluate our algorithm. We compare our algorithm against the shared memory dense midpoint and set intersection algorithms provided by igraph[15] and NetworkX[44] respectively along with the highly optimized Intel MKL[28]. We developed a GAP wrapper for common neighbors using Intel MKL. For our NetworkX evaluation, we implemented a Python implementation of Algorithm 1. For fairness we additionally evaluated against our own set intersection implementation. We ensured correctness by comparing the resulting common
consistently outperform igraph and NetworkX, and as the graph scale increases our sequential speedup increases, from 2 to 220. For many of the larger graphs, neither igraph nor NetworkX were able to return any results due to memory constraints. We remain competitive with the highly optimized Intel MKL, beating it with sequential execution in every case except for eu-2005. We note that MKL’s SpGEMM does not account for symmetry and produces more output pairs than necessary. Similar to other reported problems with MKL [48], we were not able to successfully run it when the number of vertices exceeded one million, and so it did not finish in all instances such as in-2004.

b) Evaluating Algorithm Behavior: Figure 4 shows that our scalability remains similar to the older set intersection based method and Figure 5 shows that we have speedup across all static GraphChallenge real-world graphs[9]. To further understand our algorithm’s scalability and behavior, we run with different synthetic graphs, both Kronecker[49] with the Graph500 parameters[50] and Erdős-Rényi graphs. These synthetic graphs were chosen as they have different degree distributions and so help understand how tight the $O(\Delta)$ asymptotic improvement is by comparing $\Delta$ and the average degree. The results can be found in Figure 6 and Figure 7. As the scale increases, our new algorithm performs progressively better. Furthermore, as the degree increases and the scale remains the same, our algorithm improves, showing the asymptotic improvement with degree. With Kronecker graphs our improvement is slower than with Erdős-Rényi as the degree distribution is skewed.

VII. CONCLUSION

Graphs are crucial data structures that represent varied data such as biological systems, road maps, and social networks. The analysis of graphs play an increasing role in understanding and reasoning about such data. One fundamental analytic is the number of common neighbors between vertices. This has a wide range of applications, including predicting potential links, uncovering topological modules, and detecting communities. A significant amount of attention has been paid to evaluating the effectiveness of common neighbors, but little attention on computationally scaling common neighbor counting from small graphs to the massive graphs seen today. Until now, there have been no practical solutions for these classes of analytics in shared-memory graph workflows. We identify that set intersections are unnecessary and the process of determining which vertices to consider already produces the common neighbor output.

In our work, we propose a new algorithm that is both asymptotically faster than set intersection methods and parallelizable, unlike prior approaches, and we anticipate effectively extending to top-$k$ applications for multiple indices on massive scale graphs in future work. We implement our algorithm using OpenMP and demonstrate its performance and scalability. We show that set intersections add an unnecessary asymptotic factor when computing all pair common neighbor counts.

Our experiments were run on commodity servers with dual socket Intel Xeon E5-2683 v4 at 2.10GHz processors with 32 cores across four NUMA nodes with 20M L3 cache and 512 GB of RAM running Ubuntu 16.04. In all cases besides the sequential comparisons, we relabeled the input graphs in decreasing order by degree, a common way to balance workload[45], [46].

a) Comparison with Other Libraries: For a fair comparison, we limit our parallel algorithm to run sequentially and evaluate it against other available shared memory libraries, which do not support parallel execution, on small graphs from the DIMACS10 clustering graph challenge[47]. Figure 3 contains the results of this experiment. Our implementations of neighbor counts against NetworkX, igraph, and MKL.

Our experiments were run on commodity servers with dual socket Intel Xeon E5-2683 v4 at 2.10GHz processors with 32 cores across four NUMA nodes with 20M L3 cache and 512 GB of RAM running Ubuntu 16.04. In all cases besides the sequential comparisons, we relabeled the input graphs in decreasing order by degree, a common way to balance workload[45], [46].

a) Comparison with Other Libraries: For a fair comparison, we limit our parallel algorithm to run sequentially and evaluate it against other available shared memory libraries, which do not support parallel execution, on small graphs from the DIMACS10 clustering graph challenge[47]. Figure 3 contains the results of this experiment. Our implementations of